American Government
Social Studies AP Courses - Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

American Government
Publisher
Holt McDougal

Title of Material
American Government, Student
Edition [High School AP Version]

Author
James Q. Wilson,
John J. Dilulio, with
Meena Bose

Copyright
2011

Grade Level
9-12

ISBN Number
9780495802839

Correlation*
See Notes

Notes: Recommended with Reservations for non-AP government course. Correlates 80% to Idaho American
Government Content Standards. Missing tribal relations, ideals & objectives of founding documents are not
explicitly referred to; elections at the local level are not discussed. Role in international organizations are not
discussed.
Key Features: Sets the standard for public policy coverage while maintaining focus on three fundamental topics: the
institutions of American government; the historical development of governmental procedures, actors and policies;
and who governs in the United States and to what end. Reflects the latest scholarship and current events, including
analysis of the 2008 elections and leadership of President Obama and the 111th Congress, the economic downturn
and new policies to combat the crisis, recent changes to the Supreme Court, same-sex marriage, Guantanamo Bay
detainees, and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
AP Study Guide
2011
AP Teacher's Resource Guide
2010
AP Test Bank
2011
ExamView Testing CD-ROM
2011
Fast Track to a 5 AP test-prep workbook
2011
Classic Ideas and Current Issues reader
2007
Classic Ideas and Current Issues Instructor's Resource Manual
2007

Holt McDougal

American Government and Politics
Today, Student Edition

Steffen W. Schmidt,
Mack C. Shelley II,
Barbara A. Bardes

2009

9-12

9780495897989
9780495898146
9780495898139
9780495898153
9780495897972
9780618456444
9780618456451

9780495502289

See Notes

Notes: Correlates 88% to American Government Content Standards. Missing tribal government, treaty/trust
relationship and dual citizenship.
Key Features: Uses intriguing examples and hands-on exercises to engage students in the fascinating intricacies of
American government and inspire them to participate in the political process. Making a Difference features highlight
how a group or individual has made a difference in navigating our political system. These engaging and relevant
openers succinctly incorporate a literature review of key scholarship on the topic and offer a balance of positive and
negative, modern and historical examples. What if…? questions prompt lively classroom discussion and put critical
thinking skills into practice with current, real-life issues.
Study Guide
2009
PowerLecture DVD with ExamView
2009
Handbook of Selected Legislation
2008
Handbook of Court Cases
2008

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to Idaho Content Standards

9780495568766
9780495568759
9780495127826
9780495127741
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US History
Social Studies AP Courses – Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

US History
Publisher
Holt McDougal

Title of Material
The American Pageant, Student
Edition [High School AP Version]

Author
Kennedy, Cohen,
Bailey

Copyright
2010

Grade Level
9-12

Notes: Profiles different minority groups, adds to students understanding of different groups within the US. Great
resource for teaching document based questions. Correlates 100% to US History II content standards.
Key Features: A popular, effective, and entertaining texts for teaching AP* US history. The 14th edition places a
greater emphasis on the global context of American history. New and revised features present primary sources,
scholarly debates, and key historical figures to capture student interest and help them learn to examine documents
the way historians do. "Thinking Globally" boxes are new essays that present a different aspect of the American
experience contextualized within world history and how key aspects of US history were encountered and resolved
by other nations. "Varying Viewpoints" to encourage students to think critically about disagreements among
historians. Historiographical features to help students learn about the insights historians derive from a wide range of
historical artifacts. Essays focus on the diverse ethnic, racial, and activist groups that compose America’s pluralistic
society. In-text AP* support includes an AP* Exam Overview, AP* Exam Correlation, AP* End of Chapter Review
Questions, and Document Based Questions (DBQ) to prepare for the AP* Exam.
The American Pageant, E-book CD-ROM
AP Teacher Resource CD
AP Print Test Bank
ExamView Testing CD-ROM
Teacher’s Resource Guide for the AP Program
AP Student Guidebook Complete
The American Spirit (reader), Volume 1
The American Spirit (reader), Volume 2
Fast Track to a 5 AP test-prep workbook
Fast Track to a 5 Online

Holt McDougal

The Enduring Vision: A History of
the American People, Student
Edition [High School AP Version]

Boyer, Clark Jr,
Halttuenen, Kett,
Salisbury, Sitkoff,
Woloch

2011

9-12

ISBN Number
9780547166629

Correlation*
See Notes

9780495908319
9780547166827
9780547166940
9781439081532
9780547167060
9780547166964
9780495800019
9780495800026
9780547166919
9781439085998

9780495802396

See Notes

Notes: Correlates 100% to US History II content standards.
Key Features: Features an engaging narrative that integrates political, social, and cultural history within a
chronological framework. Has innovative coverage of public health, the environment, and the West, including Native
American history. "Beyond America-Global Interactions" illustrated essays explore the world-wide context of key
developments in American history. The text’s focus on culture, the land, and environmental history helps students
visualize and relate to the challenges different groups of people faced throughout America's past. "Technology and
Culture" essays demonstrate the importance of these two forces in American history. Topics include Public
Sanitation in Philadelphia, Guns and Gun Culture, and the Interstate Highway System. The text features Document
Based Questions to help students prepare for the DBQ free response section on the AP* Exam.
AP Study Guide
2011
AP Teacher's Resource Guide
2011
Document-Based Questions Study Guide
2008
Test Bank
2011
PowerLecture CD-ROM with ExamView
2011

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to applicable Idaho Content Standards

9780495907992
9780495908005
9780495393955
9780495907978
9780495908142
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US History
Social Studies AP Courses – Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

US History
Publisher

Title of Material

Pearson Prentice
Hall

America Past and Present AP
Student Edition with MyHistoryLab

Author
Divine

Copyright
2011

Grade Level
9-12

ISBN Number
9780131368859

Correlation*
See Notes

Notes: Excellent assessment resources for students at the end of the book. Correlates 98% to US History II
content standards.
Key Features: Edition is thoroughly updated with recent scholarship and offers expanded AP supplement materials.
Uses significant incidents and episodes to reflect the dilemmas, the choices, and the decisions made by the people
as well as by their leaders. The story of American history goes beyond the major events that have helped to shape
the nation. It highlights the impact of change on human lives that adds a vital dimension to our understanding of
history. This includes the impact of economic events, technology, and environmental issues on patterns of life
throughout history. Challenges readers to reach their own conclusions about the significance of the American past
in their lives. Emphasizes how the story of the American past is relevant to the problems and dilemmas facing the
nation today. Integrates a strong political narrative with treatment of the social, cultural, and intellectual factors
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP DBQ Workbook
AP Instructor Resources
AP Test Gen CD-ROM
Transparencies
AP Primary Source Documents

Pearson Prentice
Hall

Out of Many AP Edition with
MyHistoryLab

Faragher

2011

9-12

9780131369108
9780131371255
9780131369139
9780131369115
9780131369146
9780131370586

9780131371194

See Notes

Notes: Correlates 100% to US History II content standards.
Key Features: Richly enhanced with visually exciting photos and side-column features. Side-column notes
reference specific topics covered in the guidelines for U.S. History AP Exam. Complete correlation guide included in
the preface. Offers a distinctive and timely approach to American history, highlighting the experiences of diverse
communities of Americans in the unfolding story of our country. The stories of these communities offer a way of
examining the complex historical forces shaping people’s lives at various moments in our past. The debates and
conflicts surrounding the most momentous issues in our national life—independence, emerging democracy, slavery,
westward settlement, imperial expansion, economic depression, war, technological change—were largely worked
out in the context of local communities. Through communities we focus on the persistent tensions between everyday
life and those larger decisions and events that continually reshape the circumstances of local life.
AP Reading and Note Taking Guide
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP Annotated Teacher's Edition
AP TestGen CD-ROM
AP Instructor's Resource CD-ROM
AP Primary Source Documents

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to Idaho Content Standards

9780131371248
9780131371279
9780131371200
9780131371224
9780131371231
9780131370586
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World History
Social Studies AP Courses– Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

World History
Publisher
Holt McDougal

Title of Material
The Earth and Its Peoples: A
Global History, Student Edition
[High School AP Version]

Author
Bulliet, Crossley,
Headrick, Hirsch,
Johnson, Northrup

Copyright
2011

Grade Level
9-12

ISBN Number
9781439086087

Correlation*
See Notes

Notes: Discovering Global Past Reader Vol 1 & 2, suitable for grades 7-9. Correlates 100% to World History &
Civilization Content Standards.
Key Features: Presents world history in a balanced, global framework, shifting the focus away from political centers
of power. Global text for AP World History employs fundamental themes of “environment and technology” and
“diversity and dominance” to explore patterns of human interaction with their surroundings and with each other. Text
approach reveals how humanity continues to shape and be shaped by the environment and how dominant
structures and traditions are balanced and challenged by alternate beliefs. Beyond America: Global Interactions
presents illustrated essays that demonstrate how international events/developments such as globalization
influenced change in the United States. Material Culture boxes show students how historians derive meaning from
everyday objects and offer comparative perspectives on topics such as “Wine & Beer in the Ancient World”, “Fast
Food.” Comparative Perspectives foreshadow events in future chapters and illustrate comparisons between time
and place. Examples include the development of early Christianity, peoples and civilizations of the Americas, and
expansion in tropical Africa and Asia. Environment and Technology essays in every chapter reinforce the central
theme of the text by highlighting and comparing technological developments over time, such as ancient astronomy,
camel saddles, and iron production.
Teacher’s Resource Guide for the AP Program
PowerLecture CD-ROM with ExamView
Fast Track to a 5 AP test-prep workbook
Discovering the Global Past reader, Vol. 1: To 1650
Discovering the Global Past reader, Vol. 2: Since 1400

Holt McDougal

Voyages in World History, Student
Edition [AP Edition]

Valerie Hansen,
Kenneth Curtis

2010

9-12

9780495913894
9781439084892
9780495912255
9780618526376
9780618526383

9780495900535

Notes: Correlates 85% to World History & Civilization Content Standards.
Key Features: Each chapter centers around a story—a traveler's account that highlights the book's main theme, the
constant movement of people, goods, and ideas—locally, regionally, and around the globe. Chapter introductions
are illustrated with images of the travelers and maps that show where and how he or she traveled. The travelers
include rulers, explorers, poets, merchants, soldiers, missionaries and scholars, and their narratives provide a
framework for each chapter and draw students into the stories of world history. Along the way, students learn critical
reading skills by evaluating the traveler's observations and attitudes. The text's overarching theme of movement is
bolstered by the supporting themes of increasing contact, and changing political structures of empire, religion, and
social structure.
Map Exercises Workbook, Vol. I
2001
9-12
Map Exercises Workbook, Vol. II
2001
9-12
CL Testing CD-ROM
2010
9-12

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to applicable Idaho Content Standards

9780534571795
9780534571801
9780618077328
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World History
Social Studies AP Courses– Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

World History
Publisher
Pearson Prentice
Hall

Title of Material
The Western Heritage Since 1300
AP Student Edition with
MyHistoryLab

Author
Kagan

Copyright
2011

Grade Level
10-12

ISBN Number
9780131367616

Correlation*
See Notes

Notes: Correlates 91% to World History & Civilization Content Standards.
Key Features: Provides one of the richest accounts of the social history of the West, strong coverage of family life,
the changing roles of women, and the place of the family in relation to -broader economic, political, and social
developments. Integrates a strong political narrative with treatment of the social, cultural, and intellectual factors in
Western history. Provides a full an account of the religious and intellectual development of the West. “The West &
The World” feature focuses on six subjects that compare Western institutions with those in other parts of the world or
discuss how developments in the West have influenced other cultures “The Age of Western Imperialism”, provides
an in-depth global overview of nineteenth-century Western imperial expansion.
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP Reading and Note Taking Study Guide
AP Teacher's Edition
AP TestGen CD-ROM
AP Instructor's Resource CD- ROM
AP Transparencies Set 2

Pearson Prentice
Hall

World Civilizations AP Student
Edition with MyHistoryLab

Stearns

2011

9-12

9780131369283
9780131371101
9780131369276
9780131371118
9780131371071
9780131371064

9780131360204

See Notes

Notes: Preface provides a tutorial on how text is laid out. Correlates 93% to World History and Civilization Content
Standards
Key Features: Encourages students to grasp concepts and patterns across a huge breadth of time and space and
helps to facilitate global understandings and connections in the classroom. Captures a truly global approach by
discussing and comparing major societies and focusing on their interactions. This text presents a clear factual
framework while stimulating analysis about global contacts, regional patterns, and the whole process of change and
continuity on a world stage. Based on “comparative work and focuses on global processes,” this text helps students
see the history of the world as one based on multiple disciplines.
AP Reading and Note Taking Study Guide
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP Instructor’s Resource CD ROM
AP TestGen CD-ROM
Transparencies

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to Idaho Content Standards

9780131371798
9780131360211
9780131372061
9780131372047
9780131372023
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Social Studies
Social Studies AP Courses – Grades 9-12

Contract effective through 12/31/2016

Social Studies
Publisher
Pearson Prentice
Hall

Title of Material
The Cultural Landscape AP
Student Edition with Companion
Web Site

Author
Rubenstein

Copyright
2011

Grade Level
9-12

ISBN Number
9780131375024

Correlation*
See Notes

Notes: For AP Geography course.
Key Features: Introduces geography as a social science by emphasizing the relevance of geographic concepts to
human problems. The relationship between globalization and cultural diversity underlies the material and pedagogy
throughout reinforces geography skills. Integrates descriptive explanations of particular locations and systematic
explanations of theories and techniques within a topical issues approach. The presentation of economic geography
has been updated to reflect the current state of global economy. Specifically, the chapters on Development,
Industry, Services, Urban Patterns, and Resource Issues have been updated to reflect the effect of the global
economic crisis as it relates to geographical concepts.
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP Instructor's Resource DVD

Pearson Prentice
Hall

Comparative Politics Today AP
Student Edition

Almond

2009

9-12

9780131375567
9780321682185

9780131358546

See Notes

Notes: For AP Course only. Correlates 50% to American Government Content Standards, may be used as a
“Resource“ for non-AP government course
Key Features: Includes the most up-to-date descriptions and analysis of the political systems within each of the
countries that appear on the AP* Exam. Written by leading comparativists and area study specialists, this text's
opening chapters outline key concepts in politics and government and show how theoretical frameworks describe
and analyze the differences and the similarities among countries. In keeping with the emphasis on general theory in
the AP* course, the early chapters set the stage for studying the subject by discussing a range of processes and
structures for comparing political systems. Each country study includes the most current information and consistently
applies the theoretical framework to explore broad issues like why some countries modernize more quickly or why
some are more democratic.
AP Test Prep Workbook
AP Instructor’s Manual & Tests(Online Only)
AP TestGen CD-ROM

2010 Adoption Guide – Social Studies
*See Notes for correlation to applicable Idaho Content Standards

9780131358584
9780131358553
9780131358577
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The government of the United States of America is federal in structure. In addition to a national government, there are fifty state
governments. Federalism refers to the system of relations between these levels of government.Â Many of the major events in American
History have involved questions about the proper relation between the national government and the states. In terms of governments
around the world, the federal bicameral republic is a fairly rare form of governance. The federal government of the United States (U.S.
federal government) is the national government of the United States, a federal republic in North America, composed of 50 states, a
federal district, five major self-governing territories and several island possessions. The federal government is composed of three distinct
branches: legislative, executive, and judicial, whose powers are vested by the U.S. Constitution in the Congress, the president and the
federal courts, respectively. The powers and... The government of the United States is based on a written constitution. At 4,400 words, it
is the shortest national constitution in the world. On June 21, 1788, New Hampshire ratified the Constitution giving it the necessary 9 out
of 13 votes needed for the Constitution to pass.Â The Constitution created three separate branches of government. Each branch has its
own powers and areas of influence. At the same time, the Constitution created a system of checks and balances that ensured no one
branch would reign supreme.

